Marina Bay Sands all set to welcome
“Gangnam Style” phenomenon PSY
Integrated resort gears up for the event of the year
Singapore (November 29, 2012) – Marina Bay Sands is excited to welcome today‟s most indemand artiste – Korea‟s PSY – of “Gangnam Style” fame. The global phenomenon, whose
“Gangnam Style” music video is the most watched item ever posted on YouTube with over 836
million views to date, will be in Singapore for a special Marina Bay Sands “Give Back to
Singapore” public showcase to perform his hit song.
Marina Bay Sands received an overwhelming response for the highly-anticipated PSY
performance happening on 1 December. All complimentary tickets for the public were snapped
up within two hours of the „Get PSYched at Sands!‟ Facebook tab going „live‟.
Transportation
With fans from Singapore and around the globe coming to Marina Bay Sands Event Plaza to
catch a glimpse of PSY, members of the public are advised to take public transport or to carpool.
Train commuters can arrive directly at Marina Bay Sands via Bayfront MRT station (CE2, Exit B,
C, D, E) along the Circle Line Extension. This brings visitors directly to The Shoppes at Marina
Bay Sands, the closest exit to the Event Plaza.

Bus commuters can take the following bus routes that serve Marina Bay Sands Hotel and the
Sands Expo and Convention Centre:

Taxi drop-off points are at the entrance of the Sands Expo and Convention Center. The nextnearest taxi drop-off and pick-up point is at the Casino entrance, which is a 5 minute walk to the
Event Plaza.
Visitors can also choose to arrive in style via a water taxi from Singapore River Cruise or Hippo
River Cruise with docks located along popular destinations like Clarke Quay, Boat Quay, Clifford
Pier, Robertson Quay and Esplanade.
Carpark lots at Marina Bay Sands are limited during peak hours. The self-drive lots are
accessible via the carpark entrance located at Sands Expo and Convention Center, the theaters
and Hotel Tower 3. At Hotel Tower 1, as well as the Casino, only valet parking is available.
Alternatively, drivers can park at Wilson Carpark located on Bayfront Avenue. Drivers can park
their vehicle and walk over to the Event Plaza which is 10 minutes away.
Advisory for Ticket Holders
Entry gates will be opened only at 6pm on Saturday 1 December. Queuing up first does not
guarantee a front standing space. For crowd control reasons, Marina Bay Sands reserves the
right to usher guests to designated sections of the Event Plaza.

Ticket holders are advised to enter venue through doors B and D as indicated on the ticket.

Crowd Control
For safety and security, Auxiliary Police officers and event security officers will be deployed for
crowd and traffic control duties. The public is advised to note that Auxiliary Police Officers and
Event Security Officers will be regulating the number of people into the Event Promenade and
Event Plaza.
Due to the large crowd anticipated, dispersal is expected to be slow after the event. Members of
the public are advised to exercise tolerance, to cooperate with and follow the instructions of the
Auxiliary Police and Event Security Officers. Crowd control barricades and directional signs will
be put up to facilitate safe and orderly crowd dispersal.
While this is a rain or shine event, Marina Bay Sands regards the safety of its team members,
guests and the artists as paramount and may delay or cancel the performance if their safety is
compromised in any way. Members of the public can log in to Marina Bay Sands Facebook
page and twitter (@marinabaysands) to receive updates on the event.
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About Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd
Marina Bay Sands is the leading business, leisure and entertainment destination in Asia. It features large and flexible
convention and exhibition facilities, 2,560 hotel rooms and suites, the rooftop Sands SkyPark, the best shopping mall in
Asia, world-class celebrity chef restaurants and an outdoor event plaza. Its two theaters showcase a range of leading
entertainment performances including world-renowned Broadway shows. Completing the line-up of attractions is
ArtScience Museum at Marina Bay Sands which plays host to permanent and marquee exhibitions. For more
information, please visit www.marinabaysands.com
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